PURE, PARABEN-FREE, & SULFATE-FREE

CBD
LIPSTICK

Saba Lustre™ products are safe, effective, offering simple solutions
to everyday problems and to provide clear information so you can
make your best choices. Keep your skin looking its most radiant with
our topical CBD cosmetics with their anti-inflammatory and natural
compounds derived from the cannabis plant. Heralded for its
restorative power for all skin types, including acne-prone and
sensitive skin, CBD is proven to help reduce inflammation and
support the skin's natural healing process. †

CBD LIPSTICK
Show off your colors
with this smooth lipstick
infused with CBD. Not
only will your lips feel
great, but these bold
colors will make you a
stand-out! Finally, a lipstick
that will truly be your best
friend!
CBD Lipstick Net Wt. 0.14 oz. – (4 g)
(100mg CBD)
“CANDY KUSH” “RASBERRY PIE”

“FLOSSY”

“SLAY ALL DAY”

• A long-wearing, pigment-rich
lipstick that leaves lips hydrated
and soft. †
• This exceptionally comfortable
formula is easy to apply and is
shiny but, never sticky. †
• Infused with CBD, essential
oils, and key vitamins to keep
lips hydrated and soft. †

INGREDIENTS:
RICINUS COMMUNIS (CASTOR) SEED OIL, JOJOBA ESTERS, DIISOSTEARYL MALATE,
CAPRYLIC/CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE, CERA ALBA (BEESWAX), TRIDECYL TRIMELLITATE,
EUPHORBIA CERIFERA (CANDELILLA) WAX, KAOLIN, OCTYLDODECYL RICINOLEATE,
MICA, PROPYLENE GLYCOL MYRISTYL ETHER ACETATE, CANNIBADIOL, COPERNICIA
CERIFERA (CARNAUBA) WAX MAGNESIUM CARBONATE, ETHYLHEXYL PALMITATE,
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, C18-38 ALKYL HYDROXYSTEAROYL STEARATE,
POLYGLYCERYL-3 BEESWAX, OCTYLDODECYL STEAROYL STEARATE, FRAGRANCE,
SESAMUM INDICUM (SESAME) OIL, TETRAHEXYLDECYL ASCORBATE, PROPYL GALLATE,
ASCORBYL PALMITATE, TOCOPHEROL. MAY CONTAIN: TITANIUM DIOXIDE CI 77891, IRON
OXIDE CI 77491,YELLOW 5 LAKE CI 19140, RED 7 LAKE CI 15850, D&C RED 27 LAKE CI
45410, RED 6 LAKE CI 15850, IRON OXIDE CI 77499, IRON OXIDE CI 77492, CARMINE CI
75470.

† Individual results can and will vary. Saba™ cosmetic products are purely cosmetic in nature and do not claim to cure, treat or prevent any skin &
hair related disorders. If you are allergic to any ingredients listed, or under treatment or on medication for your skin, please consult with your
physician prior to use. None of the Saba™ products are intended to diagnose, treat, cure, mitigate or prevent any disease.

